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Tighten Things Up

Are you tight on space when it comes to propagation? Growers need always to
be looking at improvements in profitability. You have one of the solutions to
help do that in Ellepots by A.M.A., with crop density being a part of it. Density
is a big deal when it comes to propagation and growing finish crops.

Grower Opinions
We often hear from growers that their crop density is important because they
don’t have the greenhouse space to spread the crop out. If they want to
increase output, they need to either:
1. Build new greenhouse space

2. Increase the crop density
3. Put the crop out the door faster in order to increase the turns
If you are in a position to build, a new greenhouse is really nice. Sometimes,
though, all that’s needed are Ellepots to increase the density and speed up the
growing process, neither of which require additional greenhouse space or cost
the grower anything extra beyond the cost of extra cuttings and the extra
Ellepots to propagate in.

Campanula moved from a
50 count liner tray to a 105
count Ellepot tray, starting
the same day.

Example:
10,000 sq ft of propagation space
Sticking cuttings in filled plug trays – say, 50 count. Estimate 5,000 trays
or 250,000 plants

But:
Move to a 35mm Ellepot in a 72 Ellepot or 72 Deep Tray
5,000 trays = 360,000 plants

A 44% increase in crop volume with no extra space required!
So why can’t you just move into a 72 plug tray filled with mix?

Because you are in the 50 tray for a reason and the reason often is: “I
need the soil volume and space to get the quality I need.”
But what if we can offer a similar or better quality plant in the 72 Ellepot
Tray?
What if we can turn that crop over to the transplant crew sooner?

What if it's finished sooner because the transplant had no shock and was
earlier (this might mean you need to adjust your start date)?

We have done this with geraniums (going from 72 to 78 count trays, and even
105 trays); campanula (going from a 50 count to a 105 count – this was huge);
shrubs and cedars (going from 50 count or 32 count to a 55 count). You can do
this with trees in RootSmart™ (18 count to a 25 count). You can also move
from 102 or 105 to a 128 tray. Our 209 tray for annuals is a terrific option for
increasing density.
This works the same for 500 sq ft or 1,000,000 sq ft. “Get more out of the
greenhouse you have, and improve your profitability.”
We’re here to help. Ask your distributor or contact us.

SOLUTION SHOWCASE

Sorting & Grading – Ellepots can make it easy.
A common issue for any propagator is sorting the plants before transplant. Part
of the reason for difficulties in this task is the inconsistency of the crop, whether
this is tray-to-tray or even within the tray. Whether trees or annuals, we’ve
heard it often – sorting is a lot of work.

A consistently even crop makes the sorting and grading job much easier and
far less time-consuming. How do you do this? Use Ellepots in your

propagation.

Ellepots by A.M.A. are well known for producing
even, consistent crops. There is less die-off and
the crop performs similarly across the
greenhouse.
There’s less grading to do because the crop quality is improved. This means
your staff can do other things, or maybe you need less staff.
In any event, it’s an opportunity to reduce costs and improve your operation’s
profitability.

RootSmart™ - The Way to Healthy Trees

Pictured: Apples from tissue culture.

The RootSmart™ Difference
You may have heard of RootSmart™ Tree Propagation Trays over the past
couple of years or so. We worked for 4+ years with Vineland Research &
Innovation Centre to develop a propagation tray that prevents root defects
(girdling, j roots, descending roots, etc.) in tree propagation. We have a
solution that's been proving itself in the field and we want to bring it to your

attention.
We could write a major paper on this, but here’s why RootSmart™ is so
important and industry-changing:
There is no other propagation tray on the
market that stops root circling and other
defects – we did the trials to see what trays
work, and none do a great job, some do a soso job, and some perform poorly
When root architecture is poor, trees don’t
thrive – they die an early death, yield less
fruit, give a bad impression of the nursery
industry to the public, cost municipalities,
developers, landscape contractors, orchard
growers, etc.
Early tree death costs millions of dollars per
year across Canada and the USA in the ornamental and agricultural
markets
Root defects start in the propagation stage and can’t be corrected easily,
or maybe not at all – it only gets worse
Healthy roots mean healthier trees and better tree establishment – the
tree should live out its full life span

We suggest a visit to www.rootsmart.com for lots of information on the why’s,
how’s, and what’s of healthy trees. Be sure to watch the video. There are
more helpful videos on our YouTube channel, which can be accessed here.
Don't forget to subscribe!
RootSmart™ is showing that it can speed up production times too, and
we believe we can help take a full year and maybe more off of the time it
takes to go from propagation to the end buyer – this is huge for growers.
What if a 250-acre tree grower can produce as much as a 300 – 400acre tree grower?
RootSmart™ allows the grower to propagate and go straight to the field
or retail container, skipping that middle transplant to a 4” or 5” pot
RootSmart™ can lower the cost of propagation and production
There is a huge multi-country effort on planting new trees to increase the urban
forest and general tree coverage. Cities are all over this. Our question: If
we’re going to plant millions of trees, wouldn’t it help to plant trees that

are going to survive?
Watch the videos. Review the website. Then think about the opportunities in
your market for RootSmart™. We’ve been prepping the market for almost two
years. We’re ready. RootSmart™ is ready.
We ship RootSmart™ ready to use, in
Towers or Bulk (cased packaging is not
available)
We recommend FP Paper
We recommend Grow Mix
25 Ellepots/Tray
153 Trays/Tower
28 Towers/Trailer
Reusable tray
We can ship loose Ellepots to refill it

For a two tray sample box (the trays and Ellepots are packed separately so that
you assemble them), just email or call Craig Willett: cwillett@amahort.com or
800-338-1136

Propagators' Quarterly is published by the team at A.M.A. Horticulture.
Looking for propagation solutions? Visit amahort.com and see our solutions,
including Ellepots by A.M.A., the RootSmart Propagation System, plug trays,
substrates, containers and more. Our team of experts is here to help you find
the best solutions for your unique growing goals. Let's get started today.
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